PLACES TO HAVE LUNCH NEAR THE VENUE

At the venue there is a small cafeteria on the ground floor with lunch service (seats about 30).
Recommended bars, cafeterias and restaurants outside the venue (on nearby buildings):

1. **ISCTE-IUL - Instituto Universitário de Lisboa**
   - **Address:** Av. Prof. Aníbal Bettencourt, 1600-922 Lisboa
   - **Seats:** about 70 on the 2nd floor (up to 160 in the 3rd floor, if needed)
   - **Aprox. price per person:** 3€ (full meal: bread, soup, main dish, dessert, drink)
   - **How to get there:** same street of the venue, half minute walking, up ahead on your left you can find the main entrance for ISCTE (building II) -- there is a bar/cafeteria located on both 2nd and 3rd floor. [lunch is served from 11:30am to 3pm]
   - [view location on Google maps](#)

2. **Café "35" (seated buffet)**
   - **Address:** Campo Grande 35, 1700-087 Lisboa
   - **Seats:** 72 (plus 26 at the inside terrace)
   - **Aprox. price per person:** buffet main dish: 7.30€; soda can: 1.40€; coffee: 0.50€
   - **How to get there:** 2 minutes walking down the street where the venue is located, turn right on the corner right at the end of the street -- the bar/cafeteria is located on the corner building on door number 35. [lunch is served from 12:15am to 5:15pm]
   - [view location on Google maps](#)

3. **IGOT - Instituto de Geografia e Ordenamento do Território da Universidade de Lisboa**
   - **Address:** Rua Branca Edmée Marques, 1600-276 Lisboa
   - **Seats:** 70
   - **Aprox. price per person:** 6€ (main dish only: 4€)
   - **How to get there:** 1 minute walking, go up until the end of the street of the venue, cross the road to the other side of the street -- you will find the main entrance for IGOT building on your right (search for a golden globe). [lunch is served from 12am to 3pm]
   - [view location on Google maps](#)
4  “Clube i” (at INDEG / ISCTE-IUL building)

Restaurant at INDEG / ISCTE-IUL building

Address: Access by ISCTE-IUL (building II) at Av. Prof. Aníbal Bettencourt, 1600–922 Lisboa

Seats: about 70 (indoor room and outdoor terrace)

Aprox. price per person: 12€

How to get there: same street of the venue, half minute walking, up ahead on your left you can find the main entrance for ISCTE (building II) -- go up to the 2nd floor and cross a big open square between four buildings. The building of INDEG / ISCTE-IUL is the second building on your left. The restaurant “Clube i” is located on the 2nd floor. [lunch is served from 12am to 3pm]
[view location on Google maps]

5  Faculdade de Medicina Dentária da Universidade de Lisboa – Aud. Prof. Simões dos Santos

School of Dental Medicine – University of Lisbon – Audit. Prof. Simões dos Santos

Address: Rua. Prof. António Flores, 1649–026 Lisboa

Seats: n.a.

Aprox. price per person: n.a.

How to get there: 1:30 minutes walking, go up until the end of the street of the venue, turn right and then cross the road to the other side of the street -- you will find on your left the main entrance for the cafeteria. [lunch is served from 12am to 3pm]
[view location on Google maps]

6  Faculdade de Farmácia da Universidade de Lisboa

School of Pharmacy – University of Lisbon

Address: Rua Professora Teresa Ambrósio, 1600–276 Lisboa

Seats: 200

Aprox. price per person: n.a.

How to get there: 2 minutes walking, go up until the end of the street of the venue, cross the road to the other side of the street -- you will have IGOT building on your right -- continue along the sidewalk and turn
right on the next corner. Cross the road to the other side of the street and look for an outdoor terrace next to a small square.

[view location on Google maps]

7 Arquivo Nacional Torre do Tombo
National Archives Torre do Tombo

Address: Alameda da Universidade, 1649-010 Lisboa
Seats: 78 (16 of which are located on the interior terrace)
Aprox. price per person: 6€ (soup, main dish and dessert)
How to get there: 6 minutes walking, go up until the end of the street of the venue, turn right on the corner and go along the sidewalk until the very end of the street -- you will find a large avenue with a green area in the middle (Alameda da Universidade). On your front on the other side of the green area you will see a building with two cubic alike blocks with some palmtrees on the entrance -- the restaurant "Real Barraca" is inside.

[lunch is served from 12am to 2:30pm]  
[view location on Google maps]

Background choices:

Faculdade de Psicologia do Instituto de Educação
School of Psychology - Institute of Education
Address: Alameda da Universidade, 1649-013 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 5 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Faculdade de Direito da Universidade de Lisboa
School of Law - University of Lisbon
Address: Alameda da Universidade, 1649-014 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 5 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa
School of Letters - University of Lisbon
Address: Alameda da Universidade, 1649-014 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 6 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Pastelaria Restaurante "Cinderela"
Address: Av. das Forças Armadas 22, 1600-082 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 5 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Restaurante "A Camponesa"
Address: Avenida 5 de Outubro 347, 1600-036 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 6 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Restaurante Cervejaria "Algo"
Address: Avenida 5 de Outubro 351A, 1600-121 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 6 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Restaurante Borges
Address: R. Dr. João Soares, 1600-062 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 8 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Ritus Burguer II
Address: R. Dr. João Soares 14, 1600-060 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 8 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Frankie Hotdogs
Address: R. Dr. João Soares 8B, 1600-060 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 8 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

American Music Burguer
Address: Campo Grande 127, 1700-162 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 8 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]

Casa do Lago
Address: Jardim do Campo Grande, 1700-097 Lisboa
Distance from the venue: 10 minutes walking  
[view location on Google maps]